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Executive Department, Boston, Feb. 2, 1886.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:

I have the honor herewith to transmit, for the information
of the General Court, the report of the Commissioners on
the Topographical Survey and Map of the Commonwealth
for the year 1885.

GEO. D. ROBINSON,

Commomocaltlj of iltasoadjusetts.

Governor,





REPORT
OF THE

COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE TOPOGRAPHICAL
SURVEY FOR THE YEAR 1885.

January, 1886.

To His Excellency Geohge D. Robinson, Governor ofMassachusetts.

The State Topographical Survey has been pros-
ecuted, during the year, according to the plan
originally arranged between the Commissioners,
on the part of the Commonwealth, and the Director
of the United States Geological Survey, under
which the organization of the field parties and the
working system of the survey was left to the latter
Department, with a general supervision by Mr.
Henry Gannett, geologist in charge of geography.

During the winter and early spring the parties
were engaged in plotting the field notes and com-
pleting the work of the previous season and pre-
paring copies of the original sheets of the survey
for the Commission. The subdivision of the State

€ommoiui)caltl) of Massachusetts.
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map has been so arranged that each sheet will con-
form to a convenient size of atlas on the scale
contemplated for publication, and will include 15
minutes of latitude and 15 minutes of longitude,
equal to about as many miles. Copies of these
sheets, as they are completed, will be furnished to
the State, in manuscript and prepared on mapping
paper, in order that field inspection, corrections
and additions can be made upon them. In this
form they will be among the more valuable results
of the survey to the Commonwealth. Copies of
eleven halves ofthese sheets some of them, how-
ever, not entirely completed have already been
transmitted to the Commission. In the latter part
of February a special copy of the field survey of
the immediate valley of the Connecticut River,
from the Holyoke dam to the northern boundary
of the State, was prepared, at the request of the
Commission, to meet a possible use in connection
with the inquiry relative to the conservation of the
river, then under consideration by the Legislature.

During the winter months and up to July, a
party in charge of Mr. E. W. F. Hatter, of the
Geological Survey, was assigned to a field of wT ork
embracing the city of Boston as a centre, and in-
cluding an area of about 230 square miles between
latitude 42° 15'—42° 30' and longitude 71° 00'
71° 15'. During the winter months the office
work of this party was kept well in hand with the
field surveys, and the rooms of the Commission
occupied for that purpose. The atlas sheet con-
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taming this work is one of the most important of
the series. In order to show the details of this
sheet it may be interesting to note the remarkable
grouping of towns around the inner harbor and
city of Boston, which, in itself, includes Dorches-
ter, Milton, Roxbury, West Roxbury, Jamaica
Plain, Brighton, Charlestown, East Boston and
South Boston. This sheet also includes the cities
of Brookline, Newton, Somerville and part of Wal-
tham, and the towns of Everett, Medford, Malden,
Melrose, Stoneham, Winchester, Arlington, Bel-
mont and Watertown, and parts of the towns of
Winthrop, Revere, Saugus, Wakefield, Woburn,
Burlington, Lexington, Needham, Dedham, Hyde
Park and Quincy. These settlements, with the
network of railroads concentrating in Boston, pre-
sent a most intricate subject for survey. This
work has been executed by Mr. Natter in a syste-
matic and accurate manner. The important fea-
tures of natural and artificial topography have been
based on points of triangulation and numerous
plane table stations, and the contour carefully com-

pared with elaborate levellings for water supply,
drainage, etc., courteously furnished by other en-

gineers, in addition to the observations of the sur-
veying party.

About the middle of July, Mr. Natter’s party
was transferred to the western part of the State,
and the work of last season resumed and continued
northwardly to the boundary with Vermont. To-
gether with the survey made last season, this proj-
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ect completes the extreme westerly part of the
State, between the Connecticut and Vermont
boundaries, and between latitude 73° 15' and the
boundary with Yew York. This section is char-
acterized bjr some of the most strongly marked
features of natural topography within the range of
the survey, and includes some of the highest points;
the summit of Berlin Mountain being about 2,730, —
Sheep’s Heaven about 2,6G0, and other peaks of the
Taconic range, with other hills, varying from 2,400
to 2,000 feet above the level of the sea. The sys-
tem pursued, in determining the contour of this
mountainous region, has been, mainly, by a plane
table survey, based on the Borden and Coast and
Geodetic Survey triangulation, and supplemented
by the secondary points determined last season
and a limited number by the present topographical
party. Along the summits and slopes of the
mountain ranges and on the main hills, plane table
stations have been made by which the contour has
been commanded. Along the wagon roads level
stations have also been made, locating the contour
lines where they have crossed each road. A series
of plane table stations has also been made by which
the lines of railroads and wagon roads, and the
outlines of the lakes and ponds, and the courses of
the streams have been determined. Within the
spaces surrounded by the fixed position of these
topographical features, the contour lines have been
joined and other minor details located by traverse
sketching and sketching stations. The area cov-
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ered by this portion of Mr. Nutter’s work com-
prises about 360 square miles.

One of the earliest parties in the field was that
in charge of Mr. Willard D. Johnson, of the Geo-
logical Survey,with an atlas sheet projected between
latitude 42° 15'—42° 30' and longitude 71° 45'—
71° 30', so as to take in the city of Worcester and
its surroundings. This sheet has been completed,
and includes two of the prominent features of
Worcester County, Wachusett Mountain, 2,006
feet, and Asnebumskit Hill, 1,407 feet, above the sea

level. This survey has been executed by Mr.
Johnson in a skilful and comprehensive manner,
and is based on the Borden triangulation, supple-
mented by well-managed plane table points and
work, the details of the survey being determined,
almost entirely, by this instrumental process. In
regard to the character of the topography of this
section, Mr. Johnson states, that, in a line through
the centre of the sheet, the hills above referred to
mark the front of a low table-land extending west-
ward, the eastern region being characterized by
broad, shallow valleys, filled with irregular lakes
and marshes. The western part is somewhat
higher and also well supplied with lakes. The
nature ofthese features, and broad-topped, rounded
hills of nearly uniform level, present peculiar diffi-
culties in the execution of the survey. The area
of this work is stated by Mr. Gannett at about
230 square miles.

After completing the sheet above described, Mr.
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Johnson transferred his party to Berkshire County,
taking up an atlas sheet next east from the north-
erly portion of Mr. Natter’s work, and between
the northerly boundary of the State with Vermont
(which line nearly coincides with latitude 42° 45')
and latitude 42° 30', and between longitude 72° 00

72° 15', which latter meridian also marks the
easterly limits of Mr. Natter’s sheet. The charac-
ter of the topography, in this section ofMr. John-
son’s survey, is marked by the same class of fea-
tures existing in Mr. Natter’s work. Mr. Johnson
remarks, in regard to it as a subject for plane
table survey, which has been the method mainly
used, that the features are large, strongly accented
and well supplied with salient points, the bold re-
lief and decided plan of the formations making it
easier than might appear to interpolate contour be-
tween determined points. This work has included
three ranges of a meridianal trend, enclosing broad
valleys, the broad summit and western face of
the Hoosac range, the full width of the Graylock
spur, and the eastern face of the Berlin spur, both
of the Taconic range. The maximum of elevation
was from 560 feet, in the northwest corner of the
sheet, to 3,500 on Graylock, which is the highest
point within the State. Mr. Johnson’s survey is a

fine example of plane table work for the scale
adopted and the amount of expenditure to which it
was restricted. This atlas sheet also contains
about 230 square miles.

A third party, in charge of Mr. Anton Karl, of
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the Geological Survey, has been located in the
northerly part of the Connecticut Valley, to resume
and continue his surveys of the previous season.

This party took the field at rather a late date, and
the work was subsequently interrupted by the nec-
essary absence of Mr. Karl, for about a month, on

official duty. An atlas sheet between latitude
42° 15' 42° 31' and longitude 72° 30'—72° 45',
has been completed, and another sheet, next north
from it, about one-half finished. The topography
in this section of the State has not the striking
natural features of that in Berkshire; at least, not
on so large a scale. The work of Mr. Karl, how-
ever, has embraced a country highly utilized by
manufacturing industries, which have given much
artificial detail and required a complicated survey.
A system of traverse work has been applied to the
determination of the roads and minor details, and
the contours of the valleys and along the foot of
the hills have been located by traverse sketching
and sketching stations. The contours of the sum-
mits and higher parts of the hills and valleys have
been determined by a series of plane table stations.
The area of Mr. Karl’s work is estimated by Mr.
Gannett to be equivalent to about 280 square
miles of completed work.

While the triangulation party of Mr. Perkins, of
the Coast and Geodetic Survey, was working in the
Connecticut Valley, Mr. Karl was furnished, from
time to time, with points required in the progress
of his topography.
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The fourth and last topographical party at
work during the current year, has been in charge
of Mr. Sumner H. Bodfish, of the Geological Sur-
vey. This party has been located in the southern
part of the State, where Mr. Bodfish has resumed
his work of the last season, and continued it south-
wardly, eastwardly and northeastwardly, through-
out Bristol and most of Plymouth and a small
part of Norfolk counties. He has also included,
to the westward, the belt of country in Rhode
Island lying between the boundary of Massachu-
setts and the shore of Narragansett Bay. The
nature of the topography and the less commanding
positions of the points of triangulation within the
range of this work, have, in the judgment of the
United States Geological Survey, necessitated a
somewhat different system from that deemed to
be better adapted and applied to the naturally
stronger features in the northern and western
parts of the State. No plane table work has been
done. The method pursued by Mr. Bodfish has
been that of traverse work, connecting the lines
with such points of the Borden and Coast and
Geodetic triangulation as were available. A sys-
tem of levelling, in connection with the traverse
work, has been carried along each road surveyed,
by which the contour lines of twenty feet interval,
where they cross each road, are accurately located.
The contour lines, and the other topographical
details within the spaces surrounded by the
traversed roads, have been located ’by traversed
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offsets, traverse sketching, sketching stations,
and snch other means of approximate determina-
tion as were available. These districts are some-
times of quite large extent, and where so, are

generally areas of rough woodland or wooded
swamps, not commanded by elevated positions, and
where it is impracticable to determine minor de-
tails, particularly of contour, by any process of
instrumental measurement, except at a degree of
expense beyond that contemplated for the present
survey. The ordinary topographical features
within these areas, other than contour, are occa-
sional ponds or open water-spaces, or the pathway
of streams. In order to more closely determine
the more important of these details, at the sugges-
tion of the Commission a small detachment of Mr.
Bodfish’s party has been left in the field during
the present winter, in order to take advantage of
ice and frozen ground to “ run out ” the courses of
the larger streams, and the shore line of the ponds
that it was not practicable to reach in the summer
time.

As stated in our last report, additional triangu-
lation was furnished, in the latter part of the
season of 1884, by the Coast and Geodetic Survey
party in charge of Assistant Gershom Bradford,
by which 27 points of revived or newly deter-
mined positions were supplied, covering the north-
westerly portion of Mr. Bodflsh’s topographical
work. A number of triangulation points were also
supplied, late in the present season, by the Coast
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and Geodetic Survey party of Mr. Van Orden, with-
in the ground of the eastern portion of Mr. Bod-
fish’s survey. Mr. Bodfish has managed a large
party and gone over a large area; his work of the
present season amounting to 1,010 square miles of
completed survey, and about 225 square miles
which have been traversed but not contoured. The
total amount of work is estimated by Mr. Gannett
to be equivalent to about 1,200 square miles of
completed topography.

In addition to the field parties of the United
States Geological Survey, the services of Mr.
Henry F. Walling, of that Department, have been
given to the Commission in connection with the
town boundary line determinations. Mr. AYalling
has appointed meetings and conferred with the
municipal authorities of the several towns, and
collected data and ascertained facts in regard to
the various boundary lines.

Under the law of Congress authorizing the
Coast and Geodetic Survey to furnish triangula-
tion points to States making a topographical or
geological survey, the sum of $1,300, out of the
appropriation for this general purpose, was appor-
tioned to Massachusetts for the fiscal year July
Ist, 1885, to June 30th, 1886, and the execution of
the field work assigned to Assistant F. W. Perkins
of that Department. In view of the continuance
of the topography of the Connecticut River Valley
and the insufficiency ofthe points of the Borden tri-
angulation in that region, it was deemed most ad van-
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tageous to the progress of the survey to put this
triangulation party in this field. But, as the amount
supplied by the Coast and Geodetic Survey ($1,300)
was insufficient to meet the expenses of Mr. Per-
kins’ party, an addition of $470.17 was made to it
out of the State appropriation. During the field
season, 11 of the old triangulatiou points were

recovered, 34 signals erected, 27 elevations estab-
lished as bench marks, and 137 geographical posi-
tions determined, among the latter being the signals
above named and such other conspicuous objects
as church spires, cupolas, etc. Beside these deter-
mined points, 314 others have been observed upon,
which will serve to verify doubtful positions in the
older Borden survey, or as partial determinations
of points which may be completed in the course of
the extension of the work. The area covered by
Mr. Perkins’ triangulatiou is about 900 square
miles, and the cost to the State and General
Government, including about a month’s time of
office computations, is about $1.92 per square
mile.

After the report of 1884 was rendered, an error
was discovered, in stating the surveyed area of the
topography of the Connecticut Valley, of about
100 square miles less than the actual amount sur-
veyed. The correction of this error increases the
total area and reduces the average cost per square
mile. In recapitulation of the foregoing and pre-
vious reports, including the above correction, we
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give the results thus far obtained, and the ex-

penditures affecting the Commonwealth, as fol-
lows:

1884.
Topography surveyed, in square miles, 758.

Total cost of same, ......§10,700 00
Average cost per square mile, .... 14 10

Total cost to the Commonwealth, —

Expended by U. S. Geol. Survey, $3,057 45 \

> OjOti/ OZ
Expended by Commission, . 292 07 )

1885.
Topography surveyed, in square miles, 2,500.

Total cost of same, ...... $28,283 00
Average cost per square mile, .... 10 35

Total cost to the Commonwealth, —

Expended by U. S. Geol. Survey’, $12,121 00 j
- S 13,624 38

Expended by Commission, . 1,503 38 J

TrlANGULATION,

j No. ofPoints i Area in i Cost to U. S. C. Cost to Mass.Determined. Square Miles. and G. S.

1884, ... 27 250 $l,OOO 00

1885, ... 137 900 1,300 00 $470 47
“ 152 509 -

*

* Included in town line survey, and accounted forin that department.

We further submit the statement, in summary,
of the operations and expenditures of the current
year, as reported to the Board by Mr. Henry Gan-
nett, of the United States Geological Survey,
quoting from him as follows:
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U The total area surveyed during the season is estimated at

2,500 square miles. The total expense of the work, both to

the United States and to the Stale of Massachusetts, has been
$28,283, making the total cost per square mile $10.35. Of

the total amount expended, the State of Massachusetts has

been charged with $12,121, the balance, $16,162, having been

paid by the Geological Survey. Of the total ($28,283), the

sum of $17,747 has been spent for salaries, and the balance,
$10,536, being the cost of subsistence, travelling expenses,
property, etc.

“ The party under Mr. Natter has expended in salaries,

$2,662 ; and in expenses, $2,020 ; a total of $4,682. The area
surveyed was 590 square miles, and the cost per square mile,
$7.94.

“The party of Mr. Johnson has expended in salaries,
$2,462 ; and in expenses, $2,352 ; a total of $4,814. The area
surveyed was 460 square miles, and the cost per square mile,
$10.46.

“The party under Mr. Bodflsh expended in salaries, $6,707 ;

and in expenses, $4,280 ; a total of $10,987. The area sur-
veyed was 1,200 square miles, and the cost per square mile,
$9.15.

“The party under Mr. Karl expended in salaries, $3,266;
and in expenses, $1,480; a total of $4,746. The area sur-

veyed was 250 square miles, and the cost per square mile,
$18.98.”

It will be seen, by the summary of results, that
in the progress of the work, up to the close of the
calendar year 1885, about 3,250 square miles of
topography have been surveyed in about one and
one-half field years. Although the rate of in-
crease of results in the last full year, over that of
the first half-year, may not be maintained, it is
reasonable to infer, that, with the experience and
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practice of the field parties, more progress will be
made in the next year than has been accomplished
in the last.

The triangulation has covered an area of about
1,650 square miles, in time equivalent to about one
field year.

11.
Determination of the Boundary Lines of

Towns in Massachusetts.
In accordance with the recommendation sub-

mitted in our last report, the following Resolve of
the Legislature was approved March 27, 1885:

RESOLVE IN RELATION TO THE TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY AND
Map of Massachusetts.

Resolved , That there be allowed and paid out of the treasury
of the Commonwealth, a sum not exceeding nine thousand
dollars, which sum may be expended as recommended by the
commissioners on the topographical survey and map of Massa-
chusetts, under the direction of said commissioners, for the
determination by triangulation of the boundar}' lines of the
cities and towns in the Commonwealth : provided, the amount
so expended during the current year shall not exceed the sum
of three thousand dollars.

When your Commissioners made the statement
in regard to the cost of the survey of the town
boundaries, they were obliged to found their esti-
mates on the best maps now made, together with
such data as it was practicable to obtain from the
records of the several towns. From a study of
facts ascertained in this way, it appeared probable
that the number of points formed by the angles in
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the town lines would not exceed that stated in
their report; namely, 1,700,— which number agreed
with the irregularities in the town outlines as
represented on the State map of the Borden
Survey. It now, after the first season’s work,
appears that a large part of these irregularities
had not been delineated on any of the maps exam-
ined, and the points marking the courses and
angles which actually exist in the town lines •will
amount to many more; perhaps twice the number
that was assumed as correct in the original esti-
mate. It is, therefore, the duty of the Commis-
sioners distinctly to state, that the time required
to complete this work, and consequently the cost
of the undertaking, have been much underesti-
mated in their original project, and that the whole
of the work will probably amount to double the
sum first named, and possibly to as much as
twenty thousand dollars. It will be observed, in
the part of this report which sets forth the expen-
ditures thus far made in this department of the
survey, that not a large sum has been used.
Therefore, if it should seem expedient to discon-
tinue this part of the State Survey, it can be done
without serious loss to the Commonwealth, and the
•work be of value so far as it has gone. If, on the
other hand, it is deemed expedient to carry it for-
ward to completion at a cost now clearly shown
to be more than was at first estimated, the Com-
missioners are of the opinion that it can be most
satisfactorily and economically accomplished by
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extending it through a period of four or more years
of field work by an efficient and well-organized
party, as those engaged in it would thereby be able
to profit by their experience and training to the
ultimate advantage of the work. Distributed in
this manner, the requisite annual appropriation
would not be large. While we do not recommend
a large force to he put on the boundary line sur-
vey at one time, the experience of last season has
shown an advantage in having the triangulation
in connection with it precede the boundary work
proper, as a basis for that part of the work, as well
as for the topographical survey. For these reasons,
we do advise an increase of the operating force
by an additional party during the next field season.
We, therefore, respectfully recommend the use of
$6,000 of the original sum appropriated, instead of
$3,000, the amount first estimated for one party.

It is hardly necessary to say, that the system
adopted for conducting the town boundary work
is that originally devised, and prescribed in the
Resolve of the Legislature authorizing its execu-
tion; namely, by triangulation, in order that the
results might be produced in a form that could be
mathematically recorded in the archives of the
State Government as a standard determination of
these subdivisions of the Commonwealth. It
should be borne in mind that the topographical
survey does not undertake to determine lines of
political and municipal division, except in carto-
grapic form. The addition, therefore, of data from
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which the values, in figures, of the lines in the va-

rious town boundaries can be taken, will enhance
the value of the whole work.

In order to secure the most experienced and effi-
cient service in this special work, and, at the same
time, obtain the aid and co-operation of another
department of the general government in the State
survey, the Commissioners applied to the Superin-
tendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey for the assignment of one of the officers of
his corps to execute the desired work, on the
ground that the points of triangulation determined
in connection with the boundary lines would also
form a part of the system of points necessary as a
basis for the topographical survey, these respect-
ive branches of the survey being cognate in their
nature. In concurrence with this view, the Super-
intendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey de-
tailed one of his most efficient assistants, Mr. C.
H. Yan Orden, for the required duty, under the
general direction of the Commission, it being ar-

ranged that all the expenses of the work, except-
ing the salary of Mr. Yan Orden, should be paid
out of the State appropriation.

It is not practicable, at this stage of the work,
to give a record of the observations and computa-
tions which have been made, except in stating that
the results were fully up to the standard of similar
work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Each
point determined is given in the uniform system of
the Borden and Coast and Geodetic Survey trian-
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gulation throughout the State, which have been
re-computed and adjusted on the basis of Clark’s
spheroid. Not only has each point of secondary
triangulation proper been determined in this man-
ner, but each corner or angle in each town line has
been made a part of the trigonometrical system;
and wherever a corner or angle in a boundary line,
by reason of its hidden or inaccessible position,
could not be directly observed upon, a triangula-
tion station has been established at the nearest
practicable point to it, from which a line of traverse
has been observed and measured and the absolute
distance computed.

The field operations of this part of the State sur-
vey were commenced about the first of July last,

feand have been attended with many of the delays
and embarrassments incident to the beginning of
such work. Mr. Yan Orden has given much time
and study to the best methods of procedure as the
work advanced, and has made the statement that
the experience gained in last season’s operations
will lead to much greater progress in the future.

The results ofMr. Yan Orden’s work are shown
in the following technical details:

No. of points of former triangulation, occupied as bases, . 4
“ of new triangulation, determined, . . 152
“ at angles in town lines, determined, . . 57
“ total, occupied and determined, . .

. 213
Area, in square miles, covered by triangulation, . . 500
No. of towns of which boundaries are completed, . . 11
No. of towns of which boundaries are partially com-

pleted, 7
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Additional Statistics, Included in Above.
No. of natural objects determined, as church spires, etc., 22
No. of points, within completed town boundaries, perma-

nently marked and described as bases for future sur-
veys, 45

Towns of which boundaries are completed: Hyde Park, Mil-
ton, Quincy, Braintree, Randolph, Holbrook, Weymouth, Hing-
ham, Cohasset, Scituate, South Scituate.

Cities and towns of which boundaries are partially completed :

Boston, Dedham, Canton, Stoughton, Abington, Rockland,
Hanover.

The amount expended by Mr. Yan Orden’s party
during the past field season, in execution of the
above results, has been $2,441.44.

The Commissioners desire to say, in regard to
this expenditure, that they do not consider it a fair
example of what this branch of the survey, as a

whole, is likely to cost; estimating it either as so
much per square mile of area, or so much per town
for boundary lines determined. As before stated,
the work, in its beginning, has been attended with
many drawbacks not likely to occur again. The
triangulation proper, however, which is an abso-
lutely necessary forerunning work (by which the
points in the town lines can only be determined),
has been extended much beyond the range of the
towns the boundaries of which it has been practi-
cable to complete this season. In fact, the basis
for the determination of more town boundaries has
been established, in advance of that part of the
work, than has covered the towns that have been
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completed. It would, therefore, be a more fair
estimate of the average cost of the work to charge
perhaps not more than one-half the expenditures
of this season to the item of completed town
boundaries. By such a classification the cost of
the results, thus far accomplished, may fairly be
stated as follows:

Cost of triangulation proper, per square mile, . . $2 44
Cost of completed boundaries per town, estimating the

partially completed towns at fifty per centum of
completed boundaries, or equivalent to four com-
pleted towns, .......§Bl 81

We believe it may be truthfully asserted that the
completion of the contemplated work of determin-
ing the boundary lines of the cities and towns of
Massachusetts in a manner commensurate with the
scientific and accurate standard of the trigonomet-
rical surveys already made at large cost to the
State and to the United States, and which, for the
want of some such supplementary application to
practical uses, have been, thus far, of little value to
the Commonwealth, will be the beginning and form
the best basis for a cadastral (property line) sur-
vey of a State yet provided in this country.

"Very respectfully submitted.

FRANCIS A. WALKER.
HENRY L. WHITING.
N. S. SHALER.










